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Pentagon
promotes
robot 'war'
Trio eye $2M prize
with high-tech Isuzu
W. GERDEL
PlainDealerReporter

THOMAS

Brian Beal hopes to enter his
sport utility vehicle in a 140-mile
road race this fall and capture a
prize of $2 million.
However, the 39-year-old manufacturing engineer won't be in
the driver's seat. Nobody will.
"This vehicle drives itself," said
Beal, standing next to his modified 1992 Isuzu Trooper in the
gravel driveway of his Willoughby Hills home.
Beal's local team has been selected to compete in the
40-vehicle semifinals of the
DARPA.Grand Challenge.
SEE ROBOT I AS

How to make a car that steers itself
The three-man BJB Engineering team has outfitted a ;1992 Isuzu Trooper with high-tech gear
meant to allow the vehicle to maneuver by itself through the 140-mile DARPA Grand Challenge.
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The vehicle~s position is read from the GPS and is compared
with the route I~ded in the computer,

Computer - - - - - - - - - ,
A common personal computer,
without a monitor, is fed the
course route shortly before. the
race. In constant contact with
.the GPS,' it ~irectS,the
navigational equipment
to make ch.mges
as needed~ .
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I.asel:':A~Urate uJ)tOl00 feet, it detects o6jects that
refJ~~rtg~· . .'
Radar:~k~~·up~800 feet, it detects metal objects.
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Computers and oth~r gear ~ a 1992 Isuzu Trooper outfitted by Brian Beal ofWillougbby Hills and
his BJB Engineering team. The vehicle is one of40 to advance to the next stage in the DARPA Grand
Challenge, culminatingin a 140-mile desert obstacle course for Unmanned vehicles.
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!.peal team competes

in $2 million contest
The national event is spon-

sored by the Pentagon's Defense
Advanced Research Projects
Agency to encourage" development of robotic, self-navigating
vehicles.
The goal is to develop unmanned vehicles that can be
used to supply dangerous places
such as Iraq. In addition; such
sensing and avoidance technologies .also have commercial possi.bilities - for example, preventing a car from swerving into a
tree if the driver falls asleep at
thewheel~
As the BJB Engineering team;

Beal and two friends - Dennis
Shaffer, an electrician, and Tom
Shea, a human resources manager - have been working since
March 2004 to remake the family
vehicle. Most of their rivals have
large universities or'major corporate resources behind them.
"BJB Engineering is the closest
we have to a mom-and-pop
team," said Thomll$ Goodwin, a
spokesman for the event.
Working out; of Beal's garage,
the team has. equipped the black
Isuzp. ~~ a c.omputer, global
positioiling 8Y'stem aDd bumper-

mounted lasers, radar and sonar team has big-name $poilSors that
devices to sense and navigate include AM General; BOeing; Cataround obstacles. A movie cam- . erpillar and Intel. Other teams
era inside the front window· include Ohio State University
helps it steer. Mosf of the.seats and Stariford University, which is
were removed to make room for teaming up with Volkswagen's
the computer and other gear,electronics research lab.
and the ~eta1 brackets holding
Beat's homegrown effort is
the equipment were made 10- supported by about a dozen
cally.
sponsors, mainly firms such as
So far, Beal's team has sur- Sick AG. and Senix Corp., which
vived a series of competitive cuts have donated lasers, sonar dethat have narrowed the pack vices and other equipment. He's
from an initial 195 entries, beat- looking for more sponsors.
ing out entries from the MassaGoodwin said the final event
chusetts InStitute of Technology will be more like a golf tournaand Princeton.
..
merit than a:il actual race, with
'If their SUV, named Quadri- vehicles leavmgthe starting line
vium, makes it through the semi- in staggered stages.
finals, it will compete with 19
Teams won't know the exact
oth.ervehicles in the final event course until shortly before the
across stretches of open desert,· event begins, when they will be
mountain roads, .hairpin turns . given a computer disk mapping
and around oil barrels, tank out the course in a series of latitraps, metal fences and solid tude and longitude points.
The event is the second
walls.
The .fastest vehicle to complete DARPA Grand Challenge. At the
the' course in 10 hours or under first, last year, the best performer
wins the $2 million.
traveled only 7.4 miles. Vehicles
The semifinals are scheduled veered off course, went through
for 8ep(27to Oct. 5 at the Cali- fences,caught fire, flipped over
fomia Speedway, with the flDals or suffered command problems.
Oct. 8 in the Mojave Desert.
Judging from wl;l.at DARPA ofBeal, whose engineering and ficials have seen of the current
work background includes ma- entries, dramatic improvements
chine vision and motion control, are expected this time, Goodwin
said the biggest competition said.
.
comes from the Robotics Institute of Carnegie Mellon University, in Pittsburgh, which has W9. To l'tlac<h this Plain 'Deater reporter:
entries. The Carnegie Mellon tgerdel@plaind.com, 216-999-4114

